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 The Evolution of Donald Duck: When It All Started   

 The character of Donald Duck was born out of a studio called Walt Disney Studios which resides 

in “Burbank, California”(Blitz 6), in the year “1934” when he debuted in a short animation with the name 

of “The Wise Little Hen” (Hpbooks 10). The Wise Little Hen was included in “Disney’s Silly Symphonies,” 

and in this cartoon, Donald was introduced “as a tall, gawky, thoroughly selfish and ill- tempered duck” 

(Blitz 6). After the conclusion of this Silly Symphonies, Donald Duck would soon become a house-hold 

name, “even though people said they could not understand the character, they nevertheless fell in love 

with him” (Blitz 36). Donald was in such a high demand that he was soon “moved out of the Silly 

Symphonies and became part of Mickey’s gang, first appearing with him in Orphan’s Benefit” (Smith and 

Clark 36).  Thus began the evolution of one of the most loved and memorable characters in the history 

of animation named Donald Duck, first starting with the one would gave Donald his characteristic voice.   

 Clarence Nash was the one who gave Donald the unmistakable incomprehensible voice that 

would soon become one of Donald’s most defining characteristics. Nash at the “age of thirteen” began 

“imitating animal sounds for friends” down on his “farm, never dreaming that one day he would voice 

cartoons professionally. It was not until one day when Walt accidently discovered Nash “while listening 

to a Los Angeles radio show. Which Nash had performed for free, “in order to placate a friend who had 

not heard him perform in awhile” (Blitz 17). What Nash did not know what that “his pay for the 

appearance would ultimately be more than the station could ever have afforded” (Blitz 17).  After that 
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some weeks later Walt had the Disney studio’s “personnel director set up a voice audition for Nash” 

(Lenburg 74), when showing up for his interview with director “Wilford Jackson” with no overwhelming 

response he performed his “baby chickens, turkeys, dogs, birds—even his raccoons and coyotes” it was 

not until he recited ‘“Mary Had A Little Lamb”’ in a voice he always called Mary. Nash recalls years later, 

“When I started to recite it, Jackson secretly switched on the intercom that went to Walt’s office. Disney 

raced in, listened to me some more, and cried excitedly, ‘’Stop! Stop! That’s our talking duck”’ (Blitz 17); 

Following these events “everything fell into place” (Lenburg 74). Donald had become so popular in not 

just English speaking countries, but all over the world and one of Nash’s most difficult tasks was to 

create Donald’s voice in a foreign language he once recalled that he learned to quack in “Spanish, 

Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, and German” (Lenburg 74), also the challenge of making sure that 

Donald could be understood to a certain extent he could not be completely unintelligible.  In the very 

beginning, Nash was a natural, raw talent, and as much as Disney liked the voice, he still felt that there 

was room for improvement, Ducky (as he came to be called) was continuously making modifications to 

the characters voice” (Blitz 20).  Clarence “Nash credits Disney with the suggestions for some of the 

most important aspects of Donald Duck’s personality—such as the volatile temper and infectious laugh” 

both of which were featured in Donald’s second appearance in Orphan’s Benefit (Blitz 22). Thus it was 

now after all and during all the modifications to the character that Donald Duck was actually born, and 

finally, Donald was featured in his first on screen appearance in the short The Wise Little Hen.   

 Donald was first featured in Walt’s Silly Symphonies. These were a set of short animations that 

“featured musical compositions mated to the animation, creating a mood rather than telling a story” 

(Abrams 10).  These Silly Symphonies told the animated versions of different tales, fables, animal stories, 

nature stories, and poems and rhymes. He made his first premiere on screen in one of the many fables 

that were featured, called “The Wise Little Hen,” which told the story of a wise little hen. The short 

started with a wise hen coming out of her hen house with her “brood of yellow chicks carrying a basket 
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of corn” (Abrams 124).  The hen comments that she will need assistance in planting her corn, so she 

then proceeds to make her way to her friends Peter Pig, and Donald Duck, who then both go on to tell 

the wise hen that they are both too sick to help her plant her corn. When in actually, once the hen turns 

from the aforementioned houses Donald Duck, and Peter Pig are both shown to be smiling in happy 

spirits revealing the fact that they never sick to begin with. The wise hen then turns to her baby chicks, 

and declares that she will have to plant the corn by herself, who reply that they will help her plant her 

corn. The next few minutes of the animation show the hen planting her corn with the help of her baby 

chicks plowing the fields to be ready for the seeds the be planted. Then as time passes the corn begins 

to sprout up into stalks, and the hen and her chicks start to dance with joy. “Well, now”, said the wise 

little hen. “It’s going to be quite a job harvesting all that corn, and I’ll need help. Let’s see if our 

neighbors will give us a hand.” And off the chickens went to find Peter Pig and Donald Duck (Abrams 

129). They then find the two of them “dancing at the Idle Hour Club” (Abrams 129). The wise little hen 

announces to the two “My corn has grown tall and ripe, and it’s more than I can do to harvest it alone. 

Will you help me harvest my corn” (Abrams 131)? Instead of offering up the help that the wise little hen 

needed so desperately; Donald Duck and Peter Pig pretend to be sick with bellyaches for a second time. 

But this time the hen was “wise” to Donald’s and Peter’s games. ‘“Too bad,” said the hen. I shall have to 

harvest it myself”’ (Abrams 131), then wise little hen turns away from the two, with her chicks in tow to 

harvest the corn herself with the help of her babies.  

   “After the corn is harvested, the wise little hen brings it into her kitchen and cooks up a great  

  feast. She made a huge pot of corn soup; she baked dozens of delicious corn muffins  

  and a fragrant batch of corn bread. She boiled fresh ears of corn to serve slathered  

  with butter, and she heaped all that good food on the table” (Abrams 131).  
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After making all of her harvest the wise little hen went out to her “neighbors Peter Pig and Donald 

Duck,” and the second that they saw her “they began to moan and groan and act very sick” (Abrams 

132). This time though the wise little hen was aware of their plan and replies, “too bad, I wanted you to 

help me eat my corn” (Abrams 132). Then in an instant they felt better again filled with joy, and in “no 

time flat the two neighbors dashed over to the wise little hen’s house, healthy and hungry and eager to 

start the feast that smelled so delicious” (Abrams 133). The hen brings Donald and Peter a “big bowl, 

covered with a napkin, and two tablespoons to eat with.” Peter the Pig “whisked the cover off the 

bowl—but” to their horror there was no corn underneath the large bowl, but instead there was “castor 

oil” (Abrams 134), and Peter Pig did not want the castor oil, and neither did Donald Duck; they wanted 

the corn feast that the hen and her chicks were eating inside of the house, so at the end of the 

animation Donald Duck and Peter Pig kicked each other all the way back home.   

 Following the release of “The Wise Little Hen” there was an article that appeared in “Time 

magazine” this article “pointed out in no uncertain terms just how uncertain Donald’s future actually 

was” (Blitz 32). The article stated that “last year two new characters, Donald Duck and Clara Cluck, 

were admitted into the family group, [the family group being Mickey Mouse’s gang] on trial. If they win 

public favor they will be formally adopted into the family. If not back they go, to appear infrequently in 

a Silly Symphony” (Blitz 32). After this article came out the public gave Donald an “overwhelming 

mandate” during this time Donald’s “next role put him directly on center stage and gave him the 

opportunity for nothing less than a [courageous] performance” (Blitz 33). The Wise Little Hen may have 

been the first time that Donald duck was shown on screen, it was not until 1934 when Orphan’s Benefit 

was released that Donald’s true personality was revealed.   

 Orphan’s Benefit was Donald’s second appearance; this was a “1934 black- and- white Mickey 

Mouse cartoon” that was later made in Technicolor, and this marked the first time that Mickey, Goofy, 
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and Donald “appear together” (Blitz 33). The plot of this animation “is a [comical] treatment of the 

antagonism between a performer and a jeering audience of hecklers” (Blitz 33), in this animated short 

Donald Duck is the long running joke, there are continuous laughs amongst the audience that are 

watching the short. This animation takes place in an opera house, with the curtain opening to an 

audience filled with mice that look identical to Mickey. “As the curtain rises, Mickey Mouse, the 

evenings master of ceremonies, enters to deafening applause and cheers” Donald, who is in the wings 

thinks that the cheers are his cue to come out of the onto the stage to perform. He darts out onto the 

stage and interrupts Mickey’s “song- and- dance act” (Blitz 33). As Mickey exits stage right, Donald 

prepares to recite Mary Had a Little Lamb, which he does so with no problems and the audience reacts 

with a passionate overwhelming applause. The problems arise when Donald begins to recite Little Boy 

Blue, but when he comes to the line “come blow your horn” (NurseryRhyme) one of the audience 

members blows their nose loudly in response to Donald’s narration of the rhyme. When this occurs his 

temper flares, and he begins to “mutter and quack in indignation,” in the typical temperamental 

Donald behavior that crowds are familiar with in modern day Donald, but Mickey stops Donald by 

telling him to “behave himself,” and to continue on with his nursery rhyme.  Donald starts again “Little 

Boy Blue, Come Blow Your Horn” (OrphansBenefit) only to be interrupted again, but this time it is the 

entire crowd of spectators who blow their noses. Once again Donald begins to fume with anger at the 

astounding rudeness of the crowd, and how they are treating him, and disrespecting his performance, 

his fury takes over him “he fists are clenched, the curses fly… but suddenly he’s removed by the hook” 

(Blitz 34)! The next act in the show features “Clarabelle Cow, Horace Horsecollar” (Blitz 34), and lastly a 

character that appears to be an early version of Goofy. After their performance, Donald comes back out 

onto the stage with a sense of composure ready to perform again, and he appears to be determined 

not to let the crowd get under his skin this time. Starting the rhyme again, but this time instead of 

continuing on with his nursery rhyme after he comes to the “come blow your horn” line Donald stops 
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reciting the rhyme, and pulls out his horn and blows it, in replace of the mice in audience blowing their 

noses. In response to this Donald doubles over holding his stomach, and begins to laugh; only to be 

bombarded with ice- cream that is shot from an ice-cream cone.  Donald begins to become 

overwhelmed with fury again, waving his fists at the audience member that threw the ice- cream cone 

at him, and while this is happening he is “pummeled by ingeniously propelled boxing gloves” (Blitz 34). 

After this occurs “the hook once again mercifully removes him from the arena of combat, while the 

mice devout their “’attention”’ to the operatic wonder, Clara Clark” (Blitz 34). When Clara Clark and 

Mickey bow, Donald is standing behind them taping his foot ready to begin his rhyme again for the final 

time. He starts off again, and pauses after the “come blow your horn” line once again, and the scene 

cuts to the audience members, who are seen twiddling their thumbs looking as if they are suspicious of 

being up to something.  When they do not interrupt him, Donald continues on to complete his nursery 

rhyme, which is becomes increasingly hard to understand over the course of the rhyme. When he 

completes Little Boy Blue the audience replies back to Donald muttering back to him unintelligibly, and 

Donald jumps around angrily waving his fists, and muttering and squawking at the spectators, as they 

begin to pummel him with a “barrage of balloon-lofted bricks and eggs” (Blitz 36).  The short ends with 

Donald finally giving up, and the screen turns black and the last thing that is heard is the audience’s 

laughter.  

 The “framework of Orphan’s Benefit was traditionally slapstick. Audiences laughed at Donald’s 

physical mishaps” in the same way that they laughed at Charlie Chaplin, what made Donald so unique 

though was his “abrasive personality,” which had never been seen before “in a cartoon” (Blitz 36). For 

many years to follow Donald would always be seen as the “bad guy” with a terrible temper. There were 

many adjectives that the fans used to describe Donald, words ranging from:  “pugnacious, malicious, 

hostile, frustrated, choleric, splenetic, mercuric, awkward, strident, hammy, ferocious, mean, cranky, 

cantankerous, and fierce” (Blitz 37).  His anger was channeled with such a serious determination that 
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was not just courageous, but it was inspiring. For one duck to go up against an audience that were 

trying their hardest to break him is admirable, many would have cowered away or would have given up, 

but not Donald, “lesser ducks would have shuffled off the stage before the brick- slinging little 

monsters of Orphan’s Benefit” (Blitz 37). It is fascinating that the thing that was Donald’s weakest flaw 

had become his greatest strength. “It never occurred to Donald to abandon his boundless 

determination if it had he might have given up, seeing that the odds were always against him” (Blitz 37).  

Donald’s perseverance was not his only noteworthy trait in his earlier forms; his other side was his 

“artiness” meaning his “sensitivity to music and poetry” that gave Donald a sense of balance against his 

other “coarser” traits (Blitz 37). The many times that Donald has sung were weaved within the plot in 

such a way that it “served to further develop the character, and provided moments of dazzling high 

comedy” (Blitz 37). Donald embodied a fighting spirit that movie goers needed to look up to during the 

war period.  

 If Mickey Mouse’s “decade 1930’s then Donald’s was the 1940’s” the character’s popularity had 

more to do with the circumstances that were happening in America at that time, than about the 

“mouse and duck” (Anderson).  

 Mickey Mouse “was the “everyman” of the Depression era, while Donald was the  

  “fighting spirit” of the War era. Each character, in their own way, offered a  

  beacon of hope and light to their respective decade–Mickey to show us that with  

  tenacity and good spirits we could overcome the adversity and obstacles of an  

  economically beleaguered nation; and Donald to show us that with a fighting  

  spirit we could get the job done in a world that was devastated by    

  war” (Anderson).  
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The Donald Duck Decade, which “Disney historian, Paul Anderson” refers to as the time 

period between the years 1941 to 1945. In the year 1942 more than just “casual references” to 

the war began, starring the one and only Donald Duck, in “Donald gets drafted” (Shale 90). 

This short opens with a “chorus of “’The Army’s Not the Army Anymore,”’ a song composed 

by the Disney Studio’s Leigh Hairline” (Shale 90). The different “gags” in the short are woven 

around the typical experiences of an Army draftee: the assembly line physical exam, the ill- 

fitting uniform, and too much marching” (Shale 90). Donald Gets Drafted was screened in front 

of a “military audience at Camp Roberts, California,” during this time Donald was given an 

“official induction ceremony” (Shale 90). Donald Duck unlike his fellow duck Daffy is a 

willing participant in the Army. This animation was one of three “Army- oriented Duck pictures 

released in 1942, and all were directed by Jack King” the other two being The Vanishing 

Private, and Sky Trooper”(Shale 90). In the short Sky Trooper, Donald desires to fly; a hope 

that was first expressed in the first animation Donald Gets Drafted. Throughout the 1940’s 

Donald Duck was presented to the nation as a beacon of hope, as a character who never gave up 

no matter how many odds were against him, and how many thought that he would fail; Donald 

never lost faith, and that is one lesson that can be learned for the talking animated duck, whose 

temper was one that had never been seen before in a cartoon. Donald has stood up to the test of 

time.  

In the beginning Donald was featured as something that was more a caricature of an actual 

duck than a character. Early drawings of Donald showed him with a “long gangly body with its 

rubbery neck, extended bill, and feathery fingers” (Blitz 29). First drawn by Disney artists and 

animators, “Art Babbit and Dick Humer” Donald looks “cruder, and less expressive.” It was not 

until “he fell into the hands of animator Fred Spencer and later director Jack Hannah” that he 
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became the Donald that is more widely recognized today. It was not Donald’s character design 

that made him such a popular character in the eyes of grown-ups and kids alike. As adults view 

Donald, as the book titled Donald Duck written by Marcia Blitz, points out that 

 “instead of identifying with such Donald-esque responses as hitting a tormentor or  

  ranting and raving at an authority figure, we instead are envious, knowing we do  

  not act that way. Still, we long to shed the inhibitions that we feel group up and  

  civilization have forced upon us. More importantly we’re dying to tell people  

  what we really think” (Blitz 39).  

As adults do not only envy Donald for his courageous spirit, but it is easy to understand and 

relate with Donald on his many troubles. As audience members on the outside looking in we 

can feel his “frustration, anger, burning humiliations--- yet still remain detached enough to 

laugh because it is happening on the screen, and not in our lives” (Blitz 39). Coming out of a 

Donald Duck cartoon brings on a feeling of determination.  

 Donald would become more popular than the much loved character of Mickey Mouse, 

and would be featured in more than “150 cartoon shorts as well as appearances in several 

memorable feature films” (Lenburg 75). Donald Duck will forever live on in the hearts of those 

that have come and gone, and those who are just experiencing Donald for who he was, a 

character that stood up alone in the face of adversity exuding confidence, as he did in Orphan’s 

Benefit. A new “generation of Disney animators” can bring the duck back to life as “wild, 

brilliant, and distinctive as he was in his heyday” (Blitz 227). Donald changed the lives of 

animators, and audiences alike making them understood there in thoughts and frustrations, and 
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he can do the same for the animators of this generation if we allow him too. One thing for sure 

is that Donald Duck was one of the catalysts in the changing character animation for a lifetime.  
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